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The Automation Technology Section at Goddard Space Flight
Center is investigating hypermedia, hypertext, and Intelligent
Tutoring System (ITS) applications to support all phases of
mission operations. Current NASA/Goddard research is
addressing:
Research into the application of hypermedia and ITS
technology to improve system performance and safety in
supervisory control - with an emphasis on modeling
operator's intentions in the form of goals, plans, tasks,
and actions.
Review of hypermedia and ITS technology as may be
applied to the tutoring of command and control
languages.
Development of a hypertext based ITS to train Flight
Operations Teams (FOT) the Systems Test and
Operations Language (STOL).
This presentation highlights specific hypermedia and ITS
application areas, including: computer aided instruction of
flight operation teams (STOL ITS) and control center software
development tools (CHIMES and STOL Certification Tool)
STOL ITS
The STOL Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) has the following
design objectives:
• STOL ITS will be designed to assist NASA control
center personnel in learning Systems Test and
Operations Language (STOL).
• The STOL ITS will be designed to provide the Gamma
Ray Observatory (GRO) Flight Operations Team (FOT)
with introductory and refresher training/tutoring on
STOL and its applications to the GRO/FOT.
• Develop a user interface, employing aspects of
hypermedia, for an ITS to assist NASA control center
personnel in learning Systems Test and Operations
Language (STOL).
• Modules may serve as an ITS for other control
languages such as the User Interface Language (UIL).
ITS/Hypermedia Functions
FUNCTION
Initiating the tutoring, session
Assessing the student's status
Presenting the problem
Monitoring the student's performance
Assessing the student's goal
Identify the Information to be tutored
Adapting tutor mode to student
Tutoring the student





User Interface is a Central Issue




























STOL ITS Interface Issues
Emphasize the user interface:
• ITS development matured to the point of becoming user-
centered
• complex, relational information to be presented
• use the user interface prototype to gather user data
• use the prototype to evaluate different tutoring strategies
• use the prototype in the knowledge acquisition phase
The STOL ITS uses a hypertext interface,
currently expanding towards a hypermedia
environment
STOL User Interface





• Tending towards hypermedia
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_' The CLRSTAT directive is used to ckPir the HOOLAN host _aqsttcs kept it
Alias: aan¢
Find Semanti©$
the AP. _ the CLRSTAT d_eetive is fimued, all of the _atisHe$ ire set to
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lofty, sesskms. Nerrnall_i, the s_atfilt_s ire oleired vhen the DOCS seeds •
©bar stat'ist_.s reque_ over the net_k management sess_m.
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STOL Certification Tool
The STOL Certification Tool was developed to:
• collect error data on STOL users (commands, aliases,
arguments, syntax)
• provide a basis for developing and validating STOL ITS
student models
• provide a tool for certification of STOL users after and
during training (including STOL ITS training)
° develop algorithms/rules for student assessments




Question 4 of 61 :
You need to change only the yellow high limit for "CTRAT" to 70. What
one-liner directive would you use to make that change?
Answer:
I Skip I
1 PauseI Glossary I • Enter Quit
And the Student Responds...
STOL CERTIFICATION RID
Question 4 of 61 :
You need to change only the yellow high limit for'CTRAT" to 70.









After which the tool determines whether the response is correct,
logs the data, and poses a subsequent problem.
The Student May Also Access



























ACC£SS: HC, CC, FC
INPUT MODE: ONE LINER ONLY
SUB$YSTEH: TELEHETRYSTANDARD : YES
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : The CFGM(_ directive ts used to aeHvate the
monitor software, vhich performs a one shot ¢m'nparison of
parameter values tO predefined comparison ¢onstonts. Vhen a
comparison fails, an event mess_e is generated. The mnemonics to be
compared, the comparison functions, the ¢ompar|son constants, end
asseciated event message inforn_tion must be read into memory before




CHIMES is a prototype expert system under development
which evaluates/analyzes user-computer interface designs.
CHIMES:
• accepts interface descriptions (tasks, operations)
• accepts interface designs
• initiates interface design evaluations
• summarizes interface design deficiencies
• provides recommendations for modifying/improving
interfaces
CHIMES is directed at detailed interface design evaluation,
addressing concerns such as:
screen density
visual demand
readability
target identification
object manipulation
